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Abstract

Speckle reduction is an important problem in SAR image analysis. Recent years have seen how

Bayesian filters emerge as the natural extension of the Non-local means (NL-means) filters, providing

a general framework to deal with multiplicative (speckle) noise. In this work, we present an easy-to-

use software tool applying an evolutionary algorithm to optimize a Bayesian Non-local means filter

with sigma preselection for denoising SAR images. The desired result is a filtered image having a

significative reduction in its variance but preserving the original mean value of the noisy image. A

mixed-integer constrained optimization problem is stated and solved with the human intervention,

where the user assists the evolutionary algorithm to reduce the noisy image variance under the restric-

tion of keeping the mean value of the noisy SAR image within a predetermined interval of acceptance.

We apply the methodology to a set of synthetic and real SAR speckle corrupted images. The results

through the evaluation of objective global and local quality criteria, show the excellent potential of

the proposal.



1 Introduction

It is well-known that Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems generate the images through coher-

ent processing of the scattered signals and therefore, are susceptible to speckle. Speckle is different

depending on the image adquisition and processing system, but its appeareance resembles a charac-

teristic granular pattern.

Speckle in SAR images is assumed to be modeled as a multiplicative noise [1], although there is a

small additive component that it is usually ignored. SAR systems show a limited bandwidth and,

filtering is needed to obtain fine detail images even for images having low speckle. Although speckle

can be useful to extract information from SAR images (it is not truly a noise in the signal processing

sense), effort has been constantly put to suppress it because it reduces the efficiency of post-processing

steps such as image segmentation or classification. Moreover, speckle makes SAR images more dif-

ficult to interpret.

The goal for a despeckeling filter consists of suppressing the speckle while preserving all the scene

features such as texture, point-type targetss and especially edges. A large body of literature exists on

speckle filtering for SAR images. Several conventional speckle filtering algorithms, such as, low pass

and averaging filters [2], edge preserving [3] and filters based on underlying image statistics [4], [5]

and diffusion-like filters [6] have been applied during last years.

Other filtering methods are based on the wavelet transform [7], or work in the curvelet domain [8]

or even some existing methods combine both domains [9]. Authors in [10] apply the multiscale

mirror-extended curvelet transform and the global search particle swarm optimization method to re-

duce speckle. This method also enhances edge features and notably improves the constrast of the

SAR images. However, as happens with most curvelet methods, despeckled images show the typical

pseudo-Gibbs ripple-like artifacts.

Regarding the speckle reduction in SAR images, several methods using regularization schemes have



been proposed in the recent years [11],[12],[13]. These methods deal directly with raw complex-

valued SAR data and they are intended to provide high-resolution and default-free SAR images. These

methods rely closely to initial data SAR acquisition and signal processing domain by including SAR

specificities in the models. Consequently, one obtains high quality SAR images with excellent edge

and feature preservation and showing low speckle. These image restoration methods typically model

the problem by using quadratic functions and embedding them in the well-known Tikhnovov regular-

ization approach [11], or variants [14], [15]. To establish a robust constrained optimization problem

a set of constraints and prior information related to features is needed. Some post-enhancement algo-

rithms are also applied to these SAR image formation methods.

It is important to note that filters based on a partial differential scheme (this also applies to diffusion-

like filters) are iterative and, if not well designed, they produce over-filtered images showing notably

edge degradation and removing structural details. The correct setting of the several regularization

parameters involved is also a notably issue as well as their high computational cost required to get

optimal solutions. It is interesting to note that our proposal, as any despeckling filtering proposal, will

directly benefit from the improvement in SAR image formation through regularization based methods.

New approaches based on the non-local means filter to remove white Gausssian noise have appeared

recently [16]. These NL-means filters update pixel value through a weighted average of surroundings

pixels using slide patch windows to account for the non-local statistical estimation. Hence, NL-filters

update the information to restore the noisy pixel by considering global (non-local) statistical infor-

mation which can be estimated from a neighborhood (search space). This search space can be even

the whole image, but, for practical reasons, it is reduced to a convenient neighborhood. Note that as a

main difference with local-based filters, instead of comparing the intensity of the pixels, the non-local

approach analyzes the patterns (patches) around pixels.

NL-filters have shown excellent performances when compared to other state-of-the art denoising fil-

ters [17], [18], [19], [20]. The main drawback of NL-filters is their computational cost. Optimal



setting of the patches size (local and search patches) is a problem not yet solved. These parameters

are usually set from previous empirical testing on a set of images. Different implementations of these

NL-means filters accounting for speckle removal in SAR images can be found in the recent literature.

In [21] a NL-means filter is designed to reduce speckle in PolSAR (Polarimetric SAR) images by

adapting the original NL-filter [16], suited for additive noise, to multiplicative noise. In [22] a new

non-local filter for despeckling SAR images is addressed by extending the BM3-D (Block-matching

3D [23]) approach into a wavelet shrinkage approach to account for the peculiarities of SAR images

content. This new filter, as authors mentioned, reduces significantly the artifacts related to the Gibbs

phenomena.

Several NL-local filters for speckle removal in ultrasound images have been also published since

the irruption of the non-local paradigm into the image processing community. In [24] by modelling

the speckle in ultrasonic images by the Rayleigh distribution, and considering the maximunm like-

lihood estimmator, a NL-means filter to reduce speckle is designed. The performances of this new

filter is compared to the conventional NL-means filter, the Lee filter, the Med-wavelet filter, and the

anisotropic diffusion filter among other state-of-the-art despeckling methods. For all the cases consid-

ered, both on synthetic and real ultrasound images, the new NL-means filter performed better speckle

removal and better edge and feature preservation.

In [25] authors deal with a NL-means filter specifically designed to overcome the degradation of bor-

ders and edges show by the conventional NL-means filter due to the use of square patches with fixed

sizes. This problem is caused by an abrupt lack of redundancy of the image in these features. There-

fore, less valuable information is available to reduce noise and visually appreciable residual noise

around edges remains unfiltered. In [26] a family of different patches with different shapes (rectan-

gular, square, disk, half-circle, quarter-circle) , different sizes and different orientation is proposed

and embedded in the conventional NL-means filter to reduce additive White Gaussian noise in noisy

images. This multi-shape patch approach is combined with a Gaussianization preprocess to reduce

speckle in ultrasound images in [25]. In our case we take the multipatch approach, in that we com-



bined different patch sizes for the search space and for the local neighborhoods, when performing the

random selection of variables, as explained in Section 3.

Recent years have seen how Bayesian filters emerge as the natural extension of the NL-means filters,

providing a general framework to deal with multiplicative (speckle) noise. The Bayesian Non-Local

means (BNL) filter ([27] [28]), aims to reduce the Bayesian risk under the assumption of estimating

the prior probability on the noisy image patch. Bayesian-like filters are recognized as excellent filters

in terms of mean, edge and, detail preservation but they demand high computational cost. Bayesian

filters outperform other efficient despeckling filters such as the Speckle Reduction Anisotropic Dif-

fusion (SRAD) filter [6] as it is discussed in [29]. The better performance of BNL filter over the

improved sigma filter and the PPB (Probabilistic Patched-Based) filter is shown in [30].

Some efforts have been focused on reducing this cost. In [29] a new proposal to adapt the conven-

tional NL-means filter to the statistical particularities of ultrasound medical images is discussed. In

this case, the OBNLM (Optimized Bayesian Nonlocal Means) filter is proposed, having two main

contributions. On one hand, the replace of the initial patches by the named blockwise approach,

which contributes to low computational cost. Note that the conventional NL-means filter can be seen

as a pixel-wise based filter, and this new approach can be regarded as a blockwise NL-means filter.

On the other hand, a new statistical distance for patch comparison is derived: the Pearson distance.

Results show better performances when comparing with the set of usual despeckling filters.

The enhanced version of the BNL filter is the Bayesian Non-local means filter with sigma preselection

(EBNL), which combines the well-known sigma preselection mechanism from the improved sigma

filter [5] with the PPB filter [21]. The PPB filter corrects the estimation of the prior probability done

by the BNL filter and estimates this probability in a data-driven manner, providing a better estimate

for the Bayesian risk. The sigma preselection assures to benefit from the original improved sigma

filter, that is, to correct the bias problem related to the issue that the N-looks probability distribution

is far from being symmetric.



For all the despeckling filtering methods the major problem is to reach a trade-off between the output

image resolution and the speckle removal. The desired result is a filtered image showing a miminum

standard deviation while keeping the original mean value of the noisy image. It is known that such a

filtered image is an enhanced despeckled version of the original noisy image.

To optimize a filter, there are several numerical methods such as gradient-like and quasi-Newton

methods but, although providing acceptable solutions, such solutions are susceptible of showing un-

desirable artifacts or deformed borders or simply of lossing relevant image details. Additionally, as

direct numerical methods tend to get trapped into local minima, in this work, we propose to apply a

supervised methodology [31] based on an interactive genetic algorithm (IGA) to guide the efficient

design of the Enhanced Bayesian Non-Local filter (EBNL filter) [30], under the supervision of a user

(the filter designer). The desired result is a filtered image showing a miminum standard deviation but

keeping the original mean value of the noisy image. A constrained optimization problem is stated and

solved by the human intervention, where the user assists the evolutionary algorithm under the restric-

tion of keeping the mean value of the noisy SAR image within a predetermined interval of acceptance.

From a user’s standpoint, running the interactive algorithm that employs less interaction in order to

reach a suitable solution is to be preferred [31]. In principle, GAs, as global optimization methods,

are less prone to get stuck into local optima, and therefore find good solutions in just one run with no

need for restarts. Moreover, in our tests, it was found out that the IGA produced good solutions in one

run for all images tested. Designers of interactive methods should strive to reduce tediousness - that

is, reduce the number of interactions a user make in order to guide the algorithm towards a suitable

solution. Thus, GAs area clearly preferred to local search with random restarts.

Interactive Evolutionary computation has not only been applied successfully when just a subjective

assessment of the optimization criterion is available, but also in cases where the end-users are not fa-

miliar with processing or optimization techniques leading to the result. One example is the interactive



evolutionary computation applied to image enhancement and filtering of medical images where doc-

tors are not familiar with details of image processing techniques but are interested in the end result:

a filtered or enhanced image that offers sufficient information to proceed with the medical analysis

[32], [33]. Interactive evolutionary computation has been extensively applied to relevant engineering

problems in speech recognition [34], data mining [35] among others applications but we are not aware

of its application to optimize the EBNL filter.

The paper is organized as follows: firstly, we present in Section II the Bayesian Non-local means

filter, the improved version (the EBNL filter), and its related control parameters. Secondly, in Section

III the main aspects regarding the interactive genetic algorithm are discussed. In Section IV some

experimental results on synthetic SAR images and on real SAR images are shown and the quality of

the achieved results are evaluated through a set of well-known statistical estimators. Finally, some

conclusions are drawn.

2 Enhanced Bayesian Non-local Means Filter with Sigma Prese-

lection

Our methodology applies the EBNL filter [30] combined with an interactive genetic algorithm to

guide the design of the filter. We call O-EBNL filter (Optimized BNL filter) to the optimized BNL

filter embedded into the evolutionary algorithm.

In this section, first we summarize the main features of the BNL filter [27] and then, we describe its

enhanced version [30]. While describing the enhanced BNL filter, we focus on the optimization of

the filter’s parameters through an evolutionary algorithm.

2.1 Bayesian Non-local Means Filter

The BNL means filter is the extension of the NL-means filter based on Euclidean-distance criteria [36]

and on a probabilistic approach which can be also applied to multiplicative noise (speckle-like noise).



BNL filters, in general, proceed by minimizing the Bayesian risk under the assumption that the sta-

tistical estimations from an image patch are valid, that is, good aproximations for the true intervening

statistical parameters. Besides, BNL filters better preserve edges while reducing the standard devi-

ation and keeping the original mean almost unchanged [30], as compared to other well-established

despeckling filters [5, 6].

For a noise-free image u, and a noisy image v, the BNL filter [27] proceeds updating the noisy data at

pixel v(x) as,

û(x) =
∑y∈ε(x) p(v(x)|u(y))p(u(y))u(y)

∑y∈ε(x) p(v(x)|u(y))p(u(y)) , (1)

where û(x) is estimated as the weighted average of all gray values u(y) in the local neighborhood ε(x)

of x. v(x) and u(x) are the vectorized M×M image patches centered at pixel x. Under the assumption

of fully developed and non-correlated speckle samples, the conditional distribution p(v(x)|u(y)) can

be estimated by means of a Gamma distribution (see [28]) as,

p(v(x)|u(y)) ∝ exp

(
− 1

ρ2

M×M

∑
m=1

(
vm(x)
um(y)

+ ln
um(y)

vL′
m (x)

))
, (2)

where ρ is the smoothing parameter (a decay filter parameter), and L′ = (L−1)/L, with L the number

of looks for an intensity SAR image (a similar expression can be obtained for the amplitude case).

The smoothing parameter ρ can be related to the number of looks, L, through ρ = k/
√

L, where k is

an empirical factor. A good choice for the k value is k ≈ 2, although in our proposal, k is regarded as

a filter parameter to be optimized. The description of the BNL filter is completed by establishing the

prior distribution p(u(y)), which is inversely proportional to the size of the neighborhood ε(x) of x,

|ε(x)|, i.e., p(u(y)) = 1/|ε(x)|.

2.2 Enhanced Bayesian Non-local Means Filter

Authors in [30] propose a variation of the BNL filter described above in order to reduce the bias

problem due to the use of u(y) and u(y) - which are not available in a real case - instead of v(y) and

v(y). The EBNL filter is:



û(x) =
∑y∈N(x) p(v(x)|u′(y))p(u′(y))u′(y)

∑y∈N(x) p(v(x)|u′(y))p(u′(y))
, (3)

where the a priori mean estimation, u′(y) is done using a 3× 3 mean window, which shows better

performances in retaining details than using a larger window, and it is also faster. In our proposal, we

apply this criterium instead of the iterative method proposed in [27]. However, to avoid the blurring

of the strong reflective scatterers, we apply the same criterium used in the improved Lee sigma filter

[5]. This criterium consists of the following: the 98th percentile Z98 of the SAR data within the image

is first estimated. Next, for a x-neighborhood (3 × 3), if more than Tk pixels (including the center

pixel) have values greater that Z98, pixels in the neighborhood will not be filtered.

A typical value for the threshold Z98 is between 5 and 7, but in the present work we employ it as a

filter parameter to control the visual appeareance of the image and the Z98 percentile we also employ

it as a filter parameter (namely, Threshold, TH).

2.3 Sigma Range Preselection

Note that equation (3) also differs from (1) in the neighborhood N(x), which is a refined subset based

on the sigma range, to account for the pixel preselection, as detailed in the following:

N(x) = ε(x)∩N1(x)∩N2(x), (4)

where the set N1(x) is a set of pixels obtained by patch preselection to eliminate the uncorrelated

pixels within the ε(x) patch, and the set N2(x) accounts for pixel preselection. The subset N1(x) is

calculated as,

y ∈ N1(x), only if γ < v(y)/v(x)< 1/γ, (5)

where v(·) stands for the mean value of the corresponding patch v(·) and γ < 1 is a threshold defined

by the user. In our proposal, we consider this parameter as a filter variable to be optimized. Note that

this parameter strongly affects the computational cost involved when filtering an image. Moreover,



this parameter is relevant as a bad choice for its values reduces the efficiency of the overall filtering

process.

The other set appearing in (4), namely N2(x), is the the set of pixels obtained by pixel preselection.

Pixel preselection based on the sigma range [5] is a useful technique for retaining details and for

preservation of strong reflective scatterers, which are usually of high interest when filtering SAR im-

ages.

It is also useful for excluding outliers during the calculations. The sigma range preselection reduces

the speckle -smoothes the image noise- by means of averaging only those neighborhood pixels show-

ing intensities within a fixed sigma range of the center pixel. Note that the sigma range preselection

takes into consideration the asymmetrical distribution of speckle probability density function, which

removes the well-known bias problem related to the original sigma filter.

For SAR images, the sigma value, ξ usually ranges from ξ = 0.8 to ξ = 0.9 as indicated in [5] for

terrain and crop classification, although, for some applications, a lower value is preferred. In our

proposal, we consider ξ as a filter parameter spanning continuously a user defined interval. Section

3.4, provides a simple numerical scheme to obtain the sigma range for a given continuous ξ value.

To account for dark areas and isolated black dots, we follow the approach from [30], which consists

of separating the pixels with a threshold, T = vmax/2; pixels with intensity values higher than T are

preselected through the sigma range mechanism,

y ∈ N2(x), only if v(y) ∈ (u′(x)I1,u
′(x)I2), (6)

where I1 and I2 are the ranges satisfying the condition ξ =
∫ I2

I1
pN(I)dI, for a N-looks intensity pdf

pN(I).



2.4 EBNL Filter Parameters

In the previous section we have discussed the BNL filter and its enhanced version, the EBNL filter as

well as the refinement of the EBNL by means of considering the sigma preselection mechanismn.

The filter parameters chosen for filter optimization are: the k value (related to the smoothing pa-

rameter), the γ parameter (related to the patch preselection), and the ξ parameter associated to pixel

preselection. Due to its high computational cost when using large search windows patches (15 × 15,

21 × 21), the BNL and the EBNL filter perfom in one iteration.

However, if one considers smaller search window patches, the filter can be applied iteratively. There-

fore, we consider the maximum number of iterations, nmax, as another filter parameter. The size

of the vectorized patch M, that is SM, and the size of the neighborhood N(x) of x, that is SN,

are also considered as filter parameters to be optimized. We gather them in a decision vector z =

[k,γ,ξ,Tk,TH ,nmax,SM,SN].

3 Optimization and Evolutionary Algorithm

For a given intensity noisy image Iv with support Ω and mean µ(Iv), and standard deviation σ(Iv), we

want to optimize the EBNL by solving:

minimize σ(Iv(z))

subject to µ(Iv(z)) = µ(Iv), (7)

where z is the decision vector.

The desired result is a filtered image showing a miminum standard deviation but keeping the original

mean value of the noisy image. It is known that such a filtered image corresponds to the enhanced

despeckled version of the original noisy image.



The problem to be solved is a nonlinear contrained optimization problem (probably) non-convex.

Additionally, as some components of the z vector admit real values (k,γ,ξ,Tk) an others admit only

integer values (nmax,SM,SN), the problem to be solved is a mixed-integer constrained optimization

problem (MIP problem, Mixed-Integer Programming problem).

This kind of optimization problems are usually solved by branch and bound techniques and its resolu-

tion implies a high computational cost. We are not aware of any attempt to optimize the EBNL filter

stated as in equation 7, not even a relaxed formulation of it using only real variables.

There are several direct numerical methods to solve a relaxed (continuous) formulation of the above

problem to get an acceptable non-optimal solution, such as gradient-like methods, and quasi-Newton

methods. Using direct methods can be risky because, although they provide acceptable solutions

satisfying the restrictions with low computational costs, those solutions are susceptible of showing

undesirable artifacts. Such solutions may also provide deformed borders or simply may lose relevant

image details such as the typical extra bright scatterers found in real SAR images. Besides, good

filters such as curvelets and diffusion-like filters, tend to overfilter the image, causing a notable blur

effect, when a restriction like the one in equation (7) is considered and no upper limit in the number

of iterations is taken into account.

To avoid these shortcomings and with the purpose in mind to deal with the natural formulation of

the filter optimization in the mixed-integer domain, we propose a supervised methodology to guide

the efficient design of the EBNL filter while retaining image details. In addition, as direct numerical

methods tend to get trapped in local minima, we prefer to use a heuristic method. Among the several

heuristic methods available in the technical literature (for instance: tabu search, simulated annealing,

Monte Carlo), we choose an evolutionary methodology which is detailed in the next section.



3.1 Interactive Genetic Algorithm

The basis of genetic algorithms (GAs) can be seen as the intelligent -highly efficient- exploitation of a

selective random search inspired by the natural evolution process [37]. GA employs a population P of

individuals z j (chromosomes) and evolves this population through the application of random variation

and selection operators.

It is clear that the larger the population P, the higher the probability to reach the optimal solution

to the given problem, at the expense of increased computational cost. Therefore, it is desirable to

establish a tradeoff between these variables (size of P population and computational cost) to make the

evolutionary algorithm efficient in terms of providing near-optimal solutions in a reasonable time.

A population, P, with its corresponding chromosomes zi, (potential solutions to the stated optimiza-

tion problem:the EBNL filter design), is defined as the set, P = {zi}, with, zi = (zi1, ...,zil) as a vector

of l genes, zi j ∈
[
vlb j,vub j

] ⊂ ℜ, and i ∈ {1,2 . . . ,N}, j ∈ {1,2 . . . , l}; vlb j and vub j stand for the

lower and upper bound for the values of the genes, respectively.

In our EBNL filter implementation, the chromosome corresponds to the decision vector,

z = [k,γ,ξ,TH ,Tk,nmax,SM,SN],

and the lower and upper bounds are given by the set [(1.5,30.0),(0.70,1.0),(0.50,0.99),(0.70,0.98),(5,8),3]

for the variables k,γ,ξ,TH ,Tk,nmax, while the size patches may take values in: [(3×3,5×5,7×7)]

for the search window patch and in [(7×7,9×9,11×11)] for the vectorized patch. Both sets have

been chosen through a training phase over a set of real SAR images.

Authors in [27] and in [16] suggest to use a 15×15 patch for SN (search window) and 7×7 for the

vectorized patch due to its proven detail preservation performance. However, in [30], the patches used

are 21×21 for the SM patch and 7×7 for the SN patch.



The maximum number of iterations, nmax can be fixed to this small number (3), because similar filter

realizations of the non-optimized EBNL filter can be obtained just by conveniently selecting the patch

sizes and the other filter parameters (see Section 4).

From (7), the objective function to be optimized is σ(Iv(z)), but, using the Interactive Genetic Al-

gorithm (IGA), we solve the problem by minimizing the fitness function F , in the GA context. This

fitness function at iteration i, is evaluated visually by a human operator for a given decision vector, z i,

and gives a score z �→ F(z)∈ [0,10]. The IGA works like a parameter adaptation algorithm producing

and evolving various filter realizations according to a subjective quality criterion. The user evaluates

every filtered image attending to its variance reduction and its constant mean value which are shown

on screen jointly with the original (noisy image) and the filtered image after each iteration (see Fig. 1).

The equality contraint on equation (7) is relaxed by an acceptable level of approximation (the restric-

tion is considered satisfied by any mean value, µ(Iv(z)) ∈ [µmin,µmax]). The input parameter values

µmin and µmax are provided by the user according to his/her preferences and they are evaluated within

a set of Regions Of Interest (ROI) selected by the user. The evolutionary algorithm takes into account

- and asks for interactive evaluation- only for the solutions satisfying the imposed constrains. Note

that the rate of convergence of the algorithm depends on the size of the interval [µmin,µmax].

As it can be seen in Fig. 1, which corresponds to a running sesion at iteration i, the user can reject a

given filter solution zi by assigning a low score (or even a null score) to the actual evaluation. Con-

sequently, in later iterations the set of solutions producing such filtered images can be hardly found

and, as the algorithms evolves, they are completly eliminated from the population. This is how the

IGA evolves to the desired solution demanded by the user through visual evaluation.

It is expected that, by randomly mixing (combining) chromosomes (z i possible optimal solutions)

through the two basic variation operators, crossover and mutation, the algorithm evolves increasing



the average fitness of the population. Although the optimal solution is not guaranteed, it is also

expected that the final population contains a near optimal solution, that is, a selection of the best

results (individuals) is accomplished in each algorithm iteration.

3.2 Crossover and Mutation Operators

Selection of the best solution (EBNL best filter design for our purpose) is done through a probabilistic

mechanism, which chooses -selects - the solution among the current generation and passes it to the

next generation. The crossover variation operator is a stochastic process with a probability Pc (a pa-

rameter of our GA implementation), that for any pair of chromosomes in P, randomly combines the

chromosomes (called parents) using a linear combination to yield a new pair of individuals (denoted

as offspring).

The second operator, the Gaussian mutation [37], applies to all individuals within P with some prob-

ability Pm (another parameter of our GA implementation). Each gene zk j in P has a probability Pm

to be mutated (modified) according to a normal distribution centered at the zk j value. Therefore, the

mutation operator provides random changes in the population, which are required mostly in the first

iterations stages of a run, in order to explore, as much as possible, the whole domain set. It also

helps to preserve a reasonable level of population diversity which enables the process to escape from

sub-optimal regions of the solution space. In the final stages of the run, mutation works also as a fine

tunning variation operator.

Note that the choice of the parameters’ values related to both operators, the crossover and the mu-

tation, must be carefully suited to the problem to be solved, that is, although genetic algorithms are

well-known for their robustness, they demand a subtle and profound knowledge of the problem to

deal with.



3.3 Clustering

As mentioned above, a human interpreter (the user) visually evaluates the quality of the input image

that has been filtered using the actual zk solution and by taking into account the statistical estimators

(see Fig. 1) and next provides a score: z �→ F(z) ∈ [0,10]. Obviously, the total number of function

evaluations to get a satisfactory solution is certainly big, and the interactive procedure becomes infea-

sible.

We reduce this interactive design phase by employing a clustering strategy. We focus on reducing

the number of images the user has to evaluate subjectively without affecting the user control on the

process of image evaluation. Each chromosome zk to be evaluated is placed in a separate table or

history of past evaluations Φ, with a zero fitness initial value: F(zk) = 0. The entries in Φ are tuples

(zi,F (zi)). All members of Φ undergo a clustering procedure. Clustering applies to the first elements

in the tuples (zi), represented as a point in the n-dimensional space. For instance, if zk falls within

some cluster χ, F(zk) is estimated (updated) as the average fitness of chromosomes in χ excluding zk

itself, as follows:

F (zk) = [1/(|χ|−1)]
|χ|
∑

j=1, j 
=k

F(z j). (8)

If χ is a one element cluster then the evaluation of zk is deferred to the human evaluator (the user).

In the first generation (first iteration) all chromosomes in the pool (population) are evaluated subjec-

tively. This task assumes, for instance, 10 evaluations for a setting of 10 predefined maximum clus-

ters, which is not too computationally expensive for the EBNL filter using the parameters disccussed

above. In subsequent generations of solutions (iterations), chromosomes are evaluated subjectively

with some periodicity λ (a parameter of the algorithm suited to the availability of the user). The rest of

the chromosomes are evaluated using the clustering strategy described. Note that the evaluation of the

fitness function is performed by the user at the first iteration by visually assigning a numerical value

according to his/her preferences. In subsequent iterations some evaluations are required to update the

value of F(zk), enriching the filtering design with the subjective component.



An agglomerative hierarchical tree clustering methodology with a consistency level, κ, has been ap-

plied to form the individual clusters from the dendogram [38]. This means that similar solutions are

clustered according to their euclidean distance in the representation space. The parameter τ∈ [1,nmax]

works as a cutoff for the dendrogram the method employs. Cutting the dendrogram at a smaller cutoff

level usually produces many clusters with smaller values of inconsistency [39], where inconsistency

is defined over the computed linkage of the tree. Single linkage was used due to its computational

simplicity [38]. We took smaller values for τ as this leads to clusters which are consistent.

To fully complete the description of the proposed IGA, an elitist replacement of the worst individ-

ual in each generation with the previous best individual has been used to prevent loosing the best

enhanced BNL filter realization. This is a common approach taken not only by genetic algorithms,

but also by heuristic methods to take advantage of the exploration search and to assure that at least, a

better solution (from the initial set) is always guaranteed.

3.4 Numerical Estimation of the Sigma Range

In [5] a numerical method is detailed in order to estimate the sigma range. The method calculates the

sigma range [I1, I2], for a given ξ value and the N-looks intensity pdf, pN(I), by solving the pair of

integral equations:

ξ =
∫ I2

I1
pN(I)dI (9)

under the constrained of keeping the mean value within the interval [I1, I2],

Ī =
1
ξ

∫ I2

I1
pN(I)dI. (10)

As it is not possible to find a closed solution for the above pair of equations, an iterative method is

applied. For the sake of clarity we will detail the method in [5] as follows. Suppose Ī = 1. In the first



interation, I1
1 is set to 0.5, and the upper range, I1

2 , is obtained from (9). From that, a new value for Ī1

is calculated using (10). If this new value is smaller than the desired value ( Ī = 1), then, a new value

is computed as Ī1 = Ī1−0.001. In case of being greater, the new value is obtained as Ī1 = Ī1+0.001.

After several iterarions, it is clear that one gets the result Ī(k) = Ī, at iteration k.

From this method, the sigma range, once calculated, is stored in look-up tables according to the sigma

value and the number of looks associated to the SAR image for its further use in the improved sigma

filter [5] or in the EBNL filter. Some sigma ranges taken from [5] are shown in Table 1 for the 1-look

and 2-looks intensity cases and for several sigma values. A similar treatment applies to the amplitude

case.

In our proposal, as the filter parameter ξ takes continuous values in user-defined interval [ξin f ,ξsup],

there is a need to efficiently calculate the sigma range for each of the ξ values employed in the evolu-

tionary algorithm. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a numerical faster method. In Figure 2 it can be

seen that a simple second order polynom can be used to estimate the inferior sigma range I1 value for

the whole range of ξ values in the 2-looks intensity case.Similar results are obtained for other cases

normally found in SAR image processing (1-look intensity, 3-looks intensity and 4-looks intensity).

Once the inferior sigma range I1 is estimated from the fitting polynom (the initial searching interval

has been notably streched), the bisection method is applied to get I2 from (9). A similar iterative

procedure as in [5] is applied to estimate I1 from (10). The method converges to the same sigma-

ranges values but at lower computational cost, which is relevant for our proposal due to the multiple

evaluations accomplished through our evolutionary optimization proposal.

3.5 Implementation Issues

The original BNL filter, the E-BNL filter and the evolutionary algorithm to design the filter have

been embedded using a software package with a friendly graphic interface implemented in MATLAB

R2008a [40]. The graphic interface is illustrated in Fig. 1. As it can be seen, two images are provided



to the user: the one on the left, image U, is the original (noisy) image, and on the right, the actual

image obtained by the filter implementation z at iteration i is shown. Having these two images, the

user is asked to evaluate (assign a 0-10 score) the filtered image V.

The original mean and original standard deviation estimated within the whole image or through a

ROI are shown below the original image and, the actual corresponding values and their percentage as

compared to the original ones appear under the image filtered using the actual filter realization.

The user can evaluate the image V attending to his/her visual preferences while taking into account

a quantitative criteria too (the mean preservation and the desired variance reduction). It is important

to remark that only the images satisfying the mean restriction (see equation 7) are considered for

subjective evaluation. In this sense, this considerably disminishes the user workload when tuning

the filter. When the evolutionary algorithm converges to the desired solution, the final filtered im-

age and the final design vector z appear on the graphic interface. Although not appearing in Fig. 1,

a set of statistical estimators (see next section) can be applied to the results directly from the interface.

To design a filter, the user runs the application on an input SAR image, and, after a few iterations

running the IGA algorithm (scoring the images according to his/her quality criteria), an output image

suited to the desired particular needs is obtained. A typical design sesion takes around 15 minutes on

a Pentium-IV 2.3 GHz machine. The application has been checked by different SAR users and they

agreed upon its suitability and its ease of training.

4 Experimental Setup

To validate the proposal, we have done some experiments both on synthetic SAR images corrupted

with speckle and on real intensity SAR images. We compare the resuls with the EBNL filter using the

vectorized patch SM = 7,(7×7) and the search window patch SN = 21,(21×21) patches as indicated

in [30], and the parameters k = 2.0,γ = 0.90,ξ = 0.90,TH = 0.98,Tk = 7,nmax = 1. As previously

shown in [30], the EBNL filter shows better performances than other despeckling filters, such as the



Lee sigma improved filter, the BNL filter or the PPB filter.

In this section, we extend the comparison of the O-EBNL filter (an by default, the EBNL filter as well)

with other state-of-the-art despeckling filters: the SRAD and the wavelet-based MAP-LG (Maximum

A Posteriori Laplacian-Gaussian) filter [41]. For the SRAD filter, the number of iterations is set to 5

and the rest of parameters are set to their default values as indicated in [6].

The EBNL filter, the O-EBNL filter, and the SRAD filter have been implemented in Matlab. The

wavelet-based MAP filter has been executed on-line from [42] which is a website devoted to SAR

images providing a set of different despeckling filters.

4.1 Estimators to evaluate the performances of our proposal

For the simulated SAR images a quantitative analysis is performed through well-known statistics

estimators: mean, standard deviation and the well-established estimators:

• Structural Simlarity Index (SSIN): measures the similarity between the original and the de-

speckled image through a local statistical analysis of the image using the mean, the variance

and the covariance between the unfiltered and despeckled pixel values from the sliding window.

SSIN∈ (−1,1), and a bad similarity between the original and the despeckled image corresponds

to SSIN �→ −1, while a good similarity will be indicated by values SSIN �→+1.

• β estimator: is useful to compare edge preservation performance [43], as it is defined, for a

given image I in amplitude format and for the degraded filtered image Î, by

β =
Γ
(

ΔI−ΔI, Δ̂I− Δ̂I
)

√
Γ
(
ΔI−ΔI,ΔI−ΔI

) ·√Γ
(

Δ̂I− Δ̂I, Δ̂I− Δ̂I
) , (11)

where ΔI and Δ̂I are the high-pass filtered version of the image I and Î, respectively, obtained

with a sliding Laplacian pixel kernel window of size 3 x 3 or another edge detector such as the

Canny detector [44]. ΔI and (Δ̂I) are the average value of the image I and the average of the

high-pass filtered version of the image Δ̂I, respectively.



The definition is completed with,

Γ(I1, I2) =
K

∑
i=1

I1i · I2i. (12)

Note that this estimator is evaluating the correlation between the ground-truth edges within the

original image and the edges in the denoised image detected by means of the Laplacian filter

(or the Canny filter). β ranges between 0 and 1, with unity for ideal edge preservation.

We refer the reader to the references [45] and [46] for a complete description of these estimators.

Note that these estimators can be estimated due to for the simulated SAR images, a ground-truth im-

age to compare with (the original SAR phantom image) is available, which does not occur for real

SAR images. In the latter case, a filter realization can be evaluated only through the mean preserva-

tion and variance reduction (mean preservation and the variance reduction measured within a region

-or measured through the entire image- indicate a possible successful filter operation).

For real SAR images, edge preservation can be considered as a visual requirement, that is, mere qual-

itative, indicator of good performance of a filter operation. The Equivalent Number of Looks, ENL

is also estimated after filter realization for both synthetic and real SAR images. For a given image I,

and a selected homogeneous ROI of I, having a mean value µ and a standard deviation σ, the ENL is

estimated by (µ2)/(σ2).

An excellent test for a despeckling method is provided by the analysis of the ratio images as proposed

in [16]. This is also becoming a standard analysis in the SAR community and it consists of inspecting

the regularity pattern shown in the Π =U/V̂ image, where U is the SAR original image and V̂ is its

denoised version. An ideal filter operation on image U implies that, in areas where speckle is fully

developed, this ratio should show the characteristic of pure speckle. Additionally, the presence in Π of

geometric structures (hand-made structures) or any detail correlated to the original image U indicates

poor filtering operation, that is, not only the speckle has been removed from the original image but

also other possible relevant information.



To fully validate our proposal, aspect ratio images have been obtained for both, the synthetic SAR

images corrupted with speckle and for the real intensity SAR images.

4.2 Simulated SAR Images

Fig. 3 (first two images on the left) shows the 1-look 240× 160 SAR phantom, and the simulated

image and the two ROI’s selected for evaluating the mentioned quality estimators. The speckle has

been simulated following the Gamma distribution with a mean value of 1 and fitted to provide an ENL

= 1. As it can be noted in the simulated image, several strong scatterers have been added to appre-

ciate the effectiveness of the filters on preserving them. The phantom consists of two well different

homogeneous areas sharing a non-abrupt edge.

The filtered image by the SRAD filter, the MAP-LG filter, the EBNL filter, and by the O-EBNL filter

are shown in Fig. 4. It is observed that all filters perfom well, preserving edges and details and re-

ducing the image variance. Note also the preservation of strong scatterers which is more evident for

the case of applying the O-EBNL filter. The border separating the two homogeneous regions appears

with some irregularities for the O-EBNL filter. However, a closer look to the simulated phantom (Fig.

3, first on the left), reveals that some parts of the edge have vanished just in the points clearly visible

in the result from the O-EBNL filter. The aspect ratio images clearly show that the best filtering op-

eration has been performed by the O-EBNL filter (a more irregular speckle pattern can be noted).

Table 2 shows the quantitative performance evaluation for the filter realizations. The estimators se-

lected to evaluate the performance of the filters were: SSIN for the whole image and, for the selected

ROIs, the mean, the standard deviation, the SSIN and the ENL were also calculated. As it can be seen,

the O-EBNL filter outperforms all the other filters in all the cases execpt for the case of the mean

value for ROI 1, but, obtaining the second,and very close, best value.

The second results are for an original speckleless image which has been degraded with simulated



speckle in intensity format. Proceeding as the authors in [43], we selected the aerial image from the

MATLAB’s Image Processing Toolbox due to its similarities in content with real SAR images. From

that image (2956×2215 pixels) a subset of 300×300 pixels was selected and it is shown in Fig. 3,

(third image from the left). The selected ROI to evaluate the perfomances of the filtering operations

appears also in this figure. The speckle has been simulated following the Gamma distribution with a

mean value of 1 and fitted to provide an ENL = 3. In the same figure (right), the degraded image is

illustrated.

In Figure 5 the results after applying the different despeckling filters and the O-EBNL using our pro-

posal, are also shown. We can see that, that all filters provide excellent results, but a more detailed

analysis indicate that the O-EBNL filter results a better visually despeckled image, better preserving

edges (see the corresponding edge images illustrated in the same figure) and even providing a better

image contrast.

Table 3 provides the quantitative performance evaluation for the whole image and for selected ROI

through the estimators β, SSIN, and the mean value and the standard deviation value. It is clear from

these results the superiority of the O-EBNL filter over the original EBNL filter and over the other

despeckling filters.

4.3 Real Images Results

To validate our human-into-the loop proposed methodology, a set of several SAR images with speckle

has been filtered. The results include a comparison with the non-optimized EBNL filter (using the

standard filter realization, z = [k,γ,ξ,TH ,Tk,nmax,SM,SN]= [2.0,0.90,0.90,0.98,7,1,7×7,21×21])

as well as the SRAD filter and the MAP-LG filter.

The first SAR noisy image selected, (SAR Image I), is illustrated in Fig. 6 (left). It is a subimage from

the 1-look HH SAR image corresponding to the Weßling area (Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany) reveal-

ing the typical speckle pattern of 1-look intensity SAR data. This image (300 × 500 pixels) contains



clearcut areas, urban areas and homogeneous areas and there is are also a runway. The chosen ROI

for the quantitative test corresponds to the bright area.

In Figure 7 the results after applying the different despeckling filters and the O-EBNL using our pro-

posal, are also shown. Once again, we can see that, that all filters provide excellent results, but the

result by the O-EBNL filter shows a better visually despeckled image with an improved image con-

trast resulting from the excellent filtering of both homogeneous areas (the bright and the dark ones).

The MAP-LG filter provides excellent performances on homogeneous areas but some details are not

preserved (see how the long road is blurred). Additionally, the aspect ratio images reveals a better

filtering for the O-EBNL, although, not all the speckle is removed by any of the filters.

From Table 4, it is observed that O-EBNL gets the best variance reduction and an acceptable second

best mean value (indeed very close to the original one). Best mean value is for the SRAD filter, but,

this filter has not significantly reduced the standard deviation. This is due to SRAD filter needs also

to be optimized to suit the image peculiarities. Note that the MAP-LG filter effectively reduces the

standard deviation but it is not as good as the other filters to preserving the image mean. This is the

reason we have added itn this table, a mark, ∗, to remark this. As a higher -but not acceptable- value

of the image mean value implies a higher value for the ENL estimator, we have not selected this value

but the one for the best ENL value.

Another interesting result comes for the results from despeckling the SAR Image II depicted in Fig. 6

(right). This image illustrates some strong scatterers that need to be preserved in the denoised image.

Other man-made structures are also included in this image. The results after applying the filters can

be seen in Fig. 8. In this figure, it can be seen that the MAP-LG filter does not keep these strong bright

scatterers and besides, the filtered image shows the typical effects related to wavelet filters. Note this

also in the corresponding aspect ratio image. The SRAD filter preserves these strong scatterers but,

the best visually result comes from the O-EBNL filter. In this case, not only those scatterers are kept,

but, the image reveals a high contrast and all the edges are well preserved. The quantitative results



for the selected ROI are depicted in Table 5, where similar conclusions to the case of SAR Image I are

achieved.

To fully verify the efficacy of our proposal, we apply the methodology to other SAR image shown in

Fig. 9. The left image, SAR Image III, corresponds to a 300 × 300 pixels intensity HH-TerraSAR

X image, with a ground resolution of 1 m. The scene contains urban areas with buildigs of irregular

roofs which brings once, double and multiple complicated reflections (note the strong reflect scatter-

ers). The scenes of homogeneous areas are farms. As a difference from the SAR Image I and SAR

Image II, it can be appreciated that this image exhibits a low contrast among homogeneous areas and

regions with different textures.

The O-EBNL filter realization for the this image retains more the strong reflective scatterers as it can

be clearly appreciated in the image Fig. 9. Note that the solution applying the EBNL filter and the

MAP-LG are also excellent, but edge preserving reveals clearly better for the O-EBNL filter.

Table 6 contains the mean, standard deviation and the ENL obtained from the ROI shown in the

corresponding original image. Mean preservation is very close to the original mean values for both

Bayesian filters, but, SRAD shows superiority in this estimation. The MAP-LG strongly reduces the

standard deviation but it overestimates the mean. However, the O-EBNL filter perfoms better in re-

ducing the standard deviation and well preserving the mean within the constrain imposed by user (a

variation less than a 5 % of its original value).

From above results it has been shown that our interactive proposal can be regarded as an interesting

methodology to efficiently optimize the EBNL filter.

As indicated along the paper, the main goal of our proposal is to demonstrate that the performances of

the standard EBNL filter can be optimized through our supervised interactive optimization approach,

and thus, providing better despeckling results for SAR images, as it has been shown. The standard



EBNL filter is not computationally comparable with the SRAD filter, with the MAP-GL filter or with

other well-established despeckling filters [30] . For the cases shown, the computational cost of the

O-EBNL filter results sometimes higher and other times lower than the computational cost for the

standard EBNL filter. We remark that the O-EBNL filter is optimized in the sense of providing better

solutions both visually and quantitatively (i.e. larger ENL), with a reasonable computational cost (not

necessary much lower).

5 Conclusions

The EBNL filter, which combines the BNL filter and the sigma preselection by Lee is recognized for

its superiority as compared to other despeckling filters, preserving image details (edges and specially

strong reflective scatterers) while preserving the image mean and reducing the standard deviation.

Optimizing the parameters of the EBNL filter can be done in principle using a simple local search

method (e.g. gradient-based) with random restarts. Deterministic optimization methods, although

providing acceptable solutions, are prone to produce undesirable artifacts or deformed borders or to

rub out relevant image details.

In this paper, we propose an interactive easy-to-use software tool, based on an evolutionary algo-

rithm, to optimize the EBNL filter for despeckling SAR images. As a difference from other filter

design methodologies, there is a direct implication of a user which provides a subjective validation of

the filtered images guiding the filter to his/her requierements. In principle, GAs, as global optimiza-

tion methods, are less prone to get stuck into local optima, and therefore find good solutions in just

one run with no need for restarts.

Results carried out on synthetic images with speckle and using real SAR images show the potential of

the methodology for optimizing the EBNL filter. Results obtained for the EBNL filter optimized us-

ing our IGA approach clearly show that GAs provide more suitable solutions than the gradient-based

approaches using local search with random restarts.



Interactive Evolutionary computation has not only been applied successfully when just a subjective

assessment of the optimization criterion is available, but also in cases where the end-users are not

familiar with processing or optimization techniques leading to the result. As a remote sensing tool,

SAR imagery is usually employed by end-users that are not image processing experts (earth scientists,

meteorologists, urban architects, military experts, etc. ) [47]. Providing a simple tool such as EBNLO

capable of obtaining good filtered SAR images according to particular quality criteria with minimum

image processing knowledge is clearly quite useful.

Finally, we believe that our proposal is an alternative method to exploit the potential of the EBNL

filter and it is worth noting that this interactive evolutionary methodology can be adapted to other

speckle reduction filter to optimize its performance.
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Noisy image U

Original mean: 16.98

Original std: 19.15

Filtered image V

Mean (i): 17.29 (+1.78%)

Evaluate the image (0 - 10):

Std (i): 12.18 (-36.38%)

zi = [1.78, 0.82, 0.87, 0.96, 7, 2, 7 x 7, 11 x11 ]

z = [k, , , T , T , n, SM, SN]� � H k

Figure 1: Interactive evaluation of the filtered image i.
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Figure 2: Second order fitting for I1 (N = 2-looks intensity). �: ξ values from [5], solid line:
polynomial fitting.
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Figure 3: (Left to right) SAR phantom I, image degraded with simulated speckle (ENL = 1), SAR
phantom II, image degraded with simulated speckle noise (ENL = 3).



Figure 4: Results for the SAR phantom I: (top row and left to right) The SRAD filtered image,
the MAP-GL filtered image, the EBNL filtered image, and the O-EBNL filtered result with z =
[2.18,0.61,0.96,0.72,5,2,5×5,7×7]. The related ratio images are shown in the bottom row.



Figure 5: Results for the SAR phantom II: (top row and left to right) The SRAD filtered image,
the MAP-LG filtered image, the EBNL filtered image, and the O-EBNL filtered result with z =
[4.28,0.84,0.96,0.98,6,1,3×3,9×9]. Corresponding edge images respectively, using a Canny edge
detector, are shown in the bottom row.

Figure 6: Real SAR images used in the experiments.(Left) SAR Image I. (Center) SAR Image II.
(Right) SAR Image III. Note the ROI in each image.

Figure 7: Results for SAR Image I: (top row and left to right) The SRAD filter, the MAP-LG filter, the
EBNL filter, and the O-EBNL filter for z = [21.01,0.58,0.96,0.95,8,1,3×3,9×9]. (Bottom row:
left to right) The corresponding ratio images.



Figure 8: Results for SAR mage II: (top row and left to right) The SRAD filter, the MAP-LG filter, the
EBNL filter, and the O-EBNL filter for z = [19.07,0.65,0.96,0.66,6,1,3×3,7×7]. (Bottom row:
Left to right) The corresponding ratio images.

Figure 9: Results for the SAR Image III: (Left to right) The SRAD filter, the MAP-LG filter, the
EBNL filter and the O-EBNL filter for z = [18.72,0.85,0.87,0.72,7,1,5×5,9×9]



Table 1: Sigma ranges for several cases (taken from [5])

1-look Intensity 2-looks Intensity

Sigma ξ I1 I2 Sigma ξ I1 I2

0.50 0.436 1.920 0.50 0.582 1.584

0.60 0.343 2.210 0.60 0.501 1.755

0.70 0.254 2.582 0.70 0.418 1.972

0.80 0.168 3.094 0.80 0.327 2.260

0.90 0.084 3.941 0.90 0.221 2.744

0.95 0.043 4.840 0.95 0.152 3.206

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation for the SAR Phantom I (best values in boldface; second best values
in italic)

SAR Phantom I Original Simulated SRAD filter MAP-LG-S filter EBNL filter O-EBNL filter

The whole image SSIN —- 0.5125 0.6690 0.7504 0.7614 0.9728

ROI-1

mean 24 25.1331 25.0851 28.7519 25.0984 24.6975

Std —- 21.3443 13.4358 10.3532 10.3814 1.8286

SSIN —- 0.2022 0.4064 0.5674 0.5834 0.9823

ENL —- 1.3867 3.4874 7.7122 5.8426 184.0345

ROI-2

Mean 7 6.2288 6.2269 6.4158 6.2094 6.5477

Std —- 3.6619 2.4038 1.9063 1.9123 0.2937

SSIN —- 0.7966 0.8951 0.9310 0.9325 0.9951

ENL —- 2.8963 6.7314 11.3271 10.5435 497.0151

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation for the SAR Phantom II (best values in boldface;seco nd best values
in italic)



SAR Phantom II Original Simulated SRAD filter MAP-LG-S filter EBNL filter O-EBNL filter

The whole image SSIN —- 0.4137 0.5261 0.5302 0.5138 0.6614

β —- 0.2504 0.2366 0.3596 0.3065 0.4527

ROI

Mean 113.6723 111.6526 112.3108 111.6526 110.7235 113.2740

Std 6.9728 33.6413 15.7687 7.7843 6.5039 5.0682

SSIN —- 0.0742 0.1988 0.6712 0.5138 0.6901

ENL —- 2.8963 13.8610 56.2136 79.1909 136.4886

Table 4: Quantitative filter evaluation for the real intensity SAR Image I (best values in boldface;
second best values in italic)

SAR Image I Original SRAD filter MAP-LG-S EBNL filter O-EBNL filter

ROI

Mean 169.1220 168.8615 181.3066 171.2363 168.1617

Std 72.6947 36.1980 7.8577 16.7353 7.7555

ENL 1.47 5.94 145.74 (*) 28.60 128.46

Table 5: Quantitative filter evaluation for the real intensity SAR Image II (best values in boldface;
second best values in italic)

SAR Image II Original SRAD filter MAP-GG-S filter EBNL filter O-EBNL filter

ROI

Mean 36.2050 36.2946 41.6171 36.4643 36.3765

Std 20.5199 11.2554 4.3090 4.9502 3.8369

ENL 0.85 2.84 25.58 (*) 14.82 24.55

Table 6: Quantitative filter evaluation for the real intensity SAR Image III (best values in boldface;
second best values in italic)

SAR Image III Original SRAD filter MAP-GG-S filter EBNL filter O-EBNL filter

Mean 135.3119 135.1859 139.5422 136.1612 134.9901

Std 34.6285 19.6752 4.2630 15.5820 3.3883

ENL 4.1720 12.8993 292.7682 21.0852 433.6936


